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Our most popular
scrum machine

Incredibly compact
and can be easily
transported or flat
packed for export

Resistance to stall
even the strongest
of scrums

Used at all levels
of rugby (junior
through to
professional)

SPECIFICATIONS

BENEFITS
The Pro Simulator is our most popular
scrum machine and is used at all levels
of rugby. It is the machine of choice for
elite sides all around the world.

FEATURES
The Enforcer Pro Simulator is the only
sled type scrummaging machine on the
market with a patented mechanical disc
and twin roller brake system.

This machine replicates a live scrum
more realistically than any other
production machine and is suitable for
all levels of rugby from junior through to
professional.

This unique brake system offers enough
resistance to stall even the strongest of
scrums.

The damage to the playing surface,
using the twin spiked roller and
mechanical brake system, is virtually
non-existent.
Weighing 540kg and measuring 204cm
wide x 237cm long x 95cm high, the
Pro Simulator is incredibly compact and
more versatile than any comparable
machine on the market. It is easily
transported or flat packed for export.

The dual brake rolling system is at the
rear of the machine so if the front row is
not exerting energy in the right direction
and scrummaging correctly, the machine
will misbehave and the fault can be pin
pointed.
The spring loaded canisters absorb
the pressure and shock whilst at the
same time measuring engagement and
constant pressure.
The hydraulic raising and lowering
transport wheel system makes it easy
to manoeuver the machine on and off
the field during training and because
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➥ of this greater flexibility, it enables both
forwards and backs to train together at
different positions on the field.

The Pro Simulator model machine has
a total weight of 540kg and is capable
of offering up to 2500kg/24,517n of
resistance. Its total dimensions are
204cm wide x 237cm long x 95cm high.
A standard feature on all current
Pro Simulator machines is the new
binding pads which were designed
in consultation with Andrew Blades
(former Wallabies’ scrum coach) and
Laurie Fisher (former Brumbies’ scrum
coach).
All Enforcer machines are powder
coated twice, once with anti-rust and
the second coat is for the tone and
durability. Machines can be painted in
any colour upon request.

The Pro Simulator has numerous safety
features which include;
• Upgraded Headrest
The adjustable width and increased
pad depth reduces the likelihood of
neck and shoulder injury.
• Open pad design
This allows the front row to pull out
of the engagement situation if they
feel they are not packing correctly.
• Protective metal cover
This is encased over the entire rear
spiked brake roller system.
• Scrum coach’s seat
During scrummaging sessions the
coach is securely positioned within
the machine.
Options
1. Width adjustable spring loaded
headrest and manual pressure
measuring gauges.
2. Width adjustable headrest with
pressure measuring digital read out.
3. Width adjustable non compression
headrest.
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